


5. Bell, Hilari. _The Goblin Wood_. Eos 0060513713. $16.99. (Paperback) 006051373X. Witches; Knights; goblins; magic; war (Gr. 5-10). _Flame: The Book of Sorahb 1 Simon & Schuster 2003_. 0-689-85413-7 16.95 (Gr. 6-10)


17. Funke, Cornelia. _Inkheart_. 2003. (Gr. 4-8) Scholastic.. 0439531640 $19.95. Books and reading; Characters in literature; Magic


21. Herbert, Brian and Kevin J. Anderson. _Dune: The Machine Crusade_. (Adult) Tor, 2003. 076530158X Dune (Imaginary place); politics; robots


23. Hoffman, Alice. _Green Angel_. 2003. Gardening; Grief. (Gr. 8+)
24. Hoffman, Mary. *Stravaganza: City of Stars* second in series started with *Stravaganza: City of Masks*. Bloomsbury, 2003. (Gr. 6-10) Time travel; Stepfamilies; Horses


34. Nix, Garth. *Abhorsen*. 2003. 0060278250 0060278269 (lib. bdg.) Nix, Garth *Mister Monday* The Keys to the Kingdom 1 Scholastic 2003 0-439-55123-4 (Gr. 5-8) Adventurer and Adventurers. FAN


49. Rowling, J. K. *Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix*. (Gr. 5+) Rowling, J. K. Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire Harry Potter 4 Listening Library 2000 0807282588


57. Wilson, Robert Charles. *Blind Lake*. (Adult) Aliens; journalists; quarantines Tor Books; (August 2003) 0765302624 $24.95


Additional Handouts

The following handouts are at http://www.sff.net/people/dherald/pla.htm

Hugo and Nebula Awards
Science Fiction and Fantasy Resources
The Teen Scene (Science Fiction for Teens)
Annotated List of Recent Science Fiction and Fantasy
What is Science Fiction?
What is Fantasy?
Fantastic Fantasies
New Fantasies for Teens (Annotated)